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INTERFERENCE EVALUATION FOR UE25 UZ.16 (VSP.2)

INTRODUCTION
A. Location
Nevada Central Zone coordinates of UZ-16 are N760,535 feet, E564,857 feet in Area
25, YMSO, Nye County, Nevada. (Figure 1). This location has an altitude of 4020
feet.
B.Purpose of the Borehole
The primary purpose of the borehole is to support vertical seismic profiling (VSP)
investigations. The borehole will also be used in hydrochemical characterization,
including monitoring the input and removal of traced drilling air and sampling of the
gas and water vapor in the rocks. The borehole will also be used for air-permeability
testing to determine the combined permeability of the rock matrix and associated
fractures.
C.Physical Dimensions of the Borehole
The proposed borehole will be vertical, dry-cored (HQ) and reamed (12.25 in.). The
proposed total depth is 1623 +/- 10 feet, to the water table plus 40 feet. Borehole
deviation must be kept to a minimum. The borehole should have a deviation of less
than 3 degrees laterally at total depth to be used for vertical seismic profiling per USGS
requirements.
EVALUATION
D. Proximity
All existing boreholes are more than 1500 feet from the proposed location of UZ-16.
The closest existing boreholes are H-4 (1700 ft), UZ-7 (2200 ft), UZ-8 (2800 ft), WT2 (3200 ft), UZNC #l & #2 (4500 ft) and-C #1 & #2 & #3 (5800 ft). (Figure 2).
However eight proposed boreholes will be located within 1500 feet of the proposed
location of UZ-16, and a larger number at increasing larger distances. Proposed nearby
boreholes include UZ-9 (130 ft), UZ-9a (82 ft), UZ-9b (45 ft), SD-8 (1400 ft), SD-9
(850 ft), SD-10 (1400 ft), SD-I 1 (900 ft), and SD-12 (800 ft). Boreholes at greater
distances include UZ-8 (2700 ft), SD-5 (2900 ft), 3A West (3100 ft), 1 West (3400 ft),
6A West (6200 ft) and RF #12 (6500 ft). The UZL9 series of holes (UZ-9/UZ-9alJZ9b) are designed to be used in cross-hole pneumatic tests. The proximity of UZ-16 to
this group of proposed boreholes makes it highly probable that there will be
interference among all of the holes. If the interference analysis presented in study plan
8.3.1.2.2.3 is correct then the other proposed boreholes will be outside the area that
will be disturbed by tests to be conducted within UZ-16 and between it and the UZ-9
series boreholes. (Figure 3).

The proposed repository boundary is a distance of approximately 530 meters or 1600
feet away from borehole UZ-16. It is not expected that drilling of the UZ-16 borehole,
nor the subsequent hydrochemical and air permeability tests planned on the borehole
will have an area of influence to that extent. All proposed testing within the ESF will
be at least 2500 feet from UZ-16 and should also be outside the potentially affected
zones. The Exploratory Study Facility (ESF) test alcove locations are shown in Figure
4, and described in Table 1. It is not probable that test interference would occur from
the construction, and subsequent testing of UZ-16. However, rock mass integrity has
to be assumed to be less due to the imbricate faulting and associated fracturing which
UZ-16 penetrates. The area of influence could be substantially greater than is
expressed by this evaluation.
The UZ-16 borehole penetrates the imbricate fault zone identified by Scott & Bonk of
the USGS during surface mapping in 1981-83. (See Figure 5). Associated with this
faulting are zones of fracturing with varying intensities. The lateral extent of fracture
sets has not yet been determined and can impact the area of influence caused by drilling
operations and borehole testing. The stated areas of influence are estimates arrived at
by Principal Investigators of the USGS based on their current geologic knowledge of
the Yucca Mountain Site.
E. Drilling Methods
The proposed borehole will be dry air-cored using vacuum reverse circulation. The
drilling fluid will be dry air and it will be tagged with a tracer. The proposed tracers are
SF6 , or Freon13B1. Possible test interference results from compressed airentering the
surrounding rock environment during drilling operations. This occurs in a very limited
sense during core drilling. Stabilization of the borehole back to ambient pressure(s)
affects air-permeability testing, and matrix hydrologic properties testing. This
represents probable, limited test interference for UZ-16.
F. Handling of In Situ Water
1. Perched Water in the Unsaturated Zone.
There is a possibility that perched water may be encountered which has been
trapped, or is suspended above the water table. Should this occur, procedures
described in the USGS Scientific Notebook Plan NWM-USGS-HP-231T, Rev. 0,
(attached for reference) will be followed. Subsequent Hydrochemistry and Air
Permeability testing may be affected by the presence of such a perched waterbearing zone with resulting test interference occurring. Grouting of such a zone
prior to continued drilling may therefore be required and would by evaluated by the
Lead USGS Principal Investigator, J. Rousseau.
Ia Effects of Grouting if Required.
Should grouting be required to protect the UZ-16 borehole from the effect of
perched waters seeping, or flowing, into the borehole, then this grouting would
cause test interference to the hydrochemical and air permeability tests. This test
interference would result from the grout sealing off a zone (or zones) of potentially
important permeability and a pathway for liquid, gas, and water vapor transport
2. Penetration of the Water Table.
The borehole will penetrate to a depth of 40 feet below the water table to facilitate
geophysical logging at the water table interface with the Unsaturated Zone. Only a
limited amount of water mobilized by the drilling operations is expected to affect the
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unsaturated zone. This will result in an effect on the Hydrochemical
Characterizations and the Gaseous-phase Chemical Investigations of the
Unsaturated Zone, but is currently considered to be acceptable by the USGS.
G. Borehole Construction
Surface casing will be installed to a depth necessary to case off the alluviumfcolluvium
overburden. The borehole will not be cased to total depth. Surface casing shall extend
above the ground surface adequate to protect against meteoric water penetration, and
will remain covered at all inactive dmes.
H. Expected Borehole Conditions
The lateral influence of borehole testing, given the possible extensive rock mass
fracturing and faulting in the borehole's location, cannot be quantified. U. S.
Geological Survey Principle Investigators judge it possible that influence can extend
100 meters (300 feet)* away from the proposed UZ-16 borehole. This would cause
probable test interference with the UZ-9 borehole cluster. The USGS does plan to do
borehole-to-borehole testing using the UZ-9 cluster and UZ-16 which removes the
issue of test interference between these boreholes.
* per the USGS
I. Access Roads
No new road construction is anticipated for this borehole. Water will be used for dust
control on existing roads during construction and drilling. It is not known at this time,
if any impact on planned tests could occur due to these applications of surface water.
J. Drill Pad Construction
The borehole will require a drill pad that is approximately 225 by 350 feet (Area III
Limits). The environmental impact will also include a topsoil storage area that is
approximately 50 by 150 feet. One hundred forty thousand (140,000) gallons of water
will be used for compaction during drill pad construction.
The Management and Operating Contractor (M&O) has stated that drill pad construction
is not likely to have an affect on test interference (Foust to Gertz, 1/8/92) unless surface
water (precipitation or from pad construction) enters the borehole.
Drill pad construction will not cause test interference due to surface water introduction
into the borehole unless drill pad construction, and/or subsequent reclamation
significantly disrupts the natural drainage flow. This could cause damming and
flooding of the drill pad site. No other constraints upon field construction work are
suggested herein to avoid test interference.
K. Experiments and Borehole Testing Planned for UZ-16
1. Hydrochernical characterization: A vacuum will be applied to the completed
borehole to evaluate tracer gas penetration into the rock matrix due to drilling
operations, and to obtain gas and water vapor samples. The area away from the
borehole laterally affected by this operations is a maximurn of 50 meters (150 feet)
as estimated by the USGS.

2. Air Permeability testing: Pressurized air will be introduced into the completed
borehole. Zones of the borehole will be isolated by packers to evaluate the varying
perneabilities expected for given lithologic and stratographically different intervals.
The lateral area possibly affected by this testing is estimated at a maximum of 100
meters (300 feet) by the USGS.
3. Vertical Seismic Profiling: Seismic geophone assemblages will be grouted into the
completed borehole to measure acoustical properties of the rocks at the boreholes,
and the intervening area between VSP-2 and the UZ-9 boreholes. Tbere is no
potential for test interference from this testing. No further testing will be possible
after this step, except the vertical seismic profiling.
SUMMARY
The lateral extent of effect from borehole construction, and the planned UZ- 16 borehole
tests will cause interference of a limited amount within UZ-16, and with the UZ-9
boreholes. The amount of interference has not been quantified within this evaluation.
Planned tests within UZ-16, and between the UZ-9 boreholes, will provide information
relevant to analyzing and quantifying test interference parameters.
The test control necessary to evaluate possible interference impacts upon UZ-16 and the
nearby UZ 9 series of boreholes is that tracer(s) be used in the borehole drilling air, and
in the air permeability testing.
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Table I
YMP-025-2-MING-M126
1.

Radial Borehole (Anisotropy)
Hydrochemisty

2.

Plate Loading

3.

Radial Borehole (Anisotrpy)
Hydrochemistry

4.

Radial Borehole (Contact)
Hydrochemistuy

5.

Radial Borehole (Anisotropy)
Hydrochexristry

6.

Radial Borehole (Contact)
Hydrochemistry
Percolation

7.

Hydrologic Properties of Major Faults Test (near Boundary Ridge Fault)

8.

Radial Borehole (Anisotropy)
Hydrochemistry
Plate Loading

9.

Hydrologic Properties of Major Faults Test (between Ghost Dance and Boundary
Ridge Faults)

YMP-025-2-MING-M127
10. Overcore Stress Test
11.

Hydrologic Properties of Major Faults Test (Ghost Dance)
Hydrochemistry

12. Radial Borehole (Anisotropy)
Hydrochernistry
Plate Loading
13. Hydrologic Properties of Major Faults (near Yucca Crest)

YMP-025-2-MING-M 131
14. Bulk Perneability
Hydrochemistry
15. Overcore Stress Test
YMP-025-2-MING-M 130
16. Hydrologic Properties of Major Faults (Ghost Dance Fault)
17. Excavation Effects Test
YMP-25-2-MING-M137
18. Bulk Permeability
19. Hydrologic Properties of Major Faults (near Ghost Dance Fault)
20. Plate Loading
21. Bulk Permeability
Hydrochemistry

YMP-025- 1-MING-M106
22. Hydrologic Properties of Major Faults Oill Hole Wash Structure)
23. Excavation Effects Test
24. Hydrochemistry Test
In Situ Seals Test Cat. B
25. In Situ Seals Test Cat. A
26. Anisotropy Test (RBT)
Hydrochemistry Test
27. UDBR
Overcore Stss Test
Heater Experiment in TSWI
Plate Loading Test
4

28. In Situ Seals Test Cat. A
29. Geomechanical Attributes of Waste Padkage Environment Test
Repository Horizon Near-Field Hydrologic Properties Test
30. Contact Test (RBI)
Hydrochernistry Test
In Situ Seals Test Cat. B
31. Anisotropy Test (RBT)

Hydrochemistry Test
Plate Loading Test
Diffusion Test
32. Contact Test (RBI)
Hydrochemistry Test
In Situ Seals Test Cat B
33. In Situ Seals Test Cat. A
34.

Anisotropy Test (RB1)
Hydrochemistry Test
Plate Loading Test
In Situ Seals Test Cat. A

35. Hydrologic Properties of Major Faults Test (Bow Ridge Fault)
Hydrochemistry Test
In Situ Seals Test Cat. A
36. Anisotropy Test (ET)
Hydrochemistry Test
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NOTEBOOK PLAN

Identification Monitoring, and Sampling of Perched or Ground Water
Encountered While Drilling Surface-Based Boreholes
1.0

PURPOSE: This Scientific Notebook Work Plan has been prepared to meet the
requirements of TMP-USGS-QMP-5.05 for documenting activities conducted under
Study Plan No. 8.3.1.2.2.3, RO, Title: Characterization of the Yucca Mountain
Unsaturated-Zone Percolation Surface-Based Studies, for the purpose of developing methods to be used to identify, monitor, and sample any perched or ground
water encountered during the drilling of surface-based boreholes drilled for
site characterization studies of Yucca Mountain. Modifications to the activities introduced here shall be documented, in accordance with QHP-5.05, Para.
5.4.1.2, and controlled in the notebook specifically assigned to the PI responsible for conduct of this work.

2.0

OBJECTIVE: The planned objective is to describe methods to be used to identify,
monitor (if appropriate), and collect water samples from perched (unsaturated
zone) or ground water (saturated zone) encountered during the drilling of
surface-based boreholes.

3.0

TENTATIVE

yOuR

PLAN:

In summary, the activity shall be conducted as follows:.

The identification, monitoring,. and sample collection of perched or ground water
encountered during the drilling of surface-based boreholes is dependent upon the
characteristics of the perched- or ground-water zones. The following procedures
provide general guidelines to be used whenever perched or ground water is encountered during the drilling of a surface-based borehole. The characteristics
of the perched- or ground-water zones will dictate which procedures are followed.
The occurrence of perched or ground water in a surface-based borehole
should result in a stoppage of drilling operations until the PI or designee
directs the resumption of drilling.
3.1

Perched or ground water encountered during the drilling of the surfacebased boreholes can be identified by any of the following:
1)

The most obvious indication of perched or ground water in a surfacebased borehole is the discharge of water from the cyclone separator,
from the return cuttings hose at the surface, or from the top of the
surface casing.

2)

The presence of wet or moist core or cuttings samples being retrieved
from the borehole is an indication of perched or ground water.

3) The cessation of dust being discharged from the top of the cyclone
separator during coring and drilling operations might indicate that
water has been encountered in the borehole.
4)
3.2

Dramatic changes in the penetration rate during coring and drilling
operations can indicate the presence of water in the borehole.

As soon as it is suspected that perched or ground water has been encountered, the borehole should be made available for sampling and monitoring.
This will require that any drill pipe and bit be removed from the bore-
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borehole, this
hole. If casing has been advanced to the bottom of the
The PI or
zone.
water
the
expose
to
back
casing might need to be pulled
to be taken to
his on site representative will decide what actions need
discharged at
adequately sample and monitor the water. If water is being
divided, and
the surface, this water or wet cuttings should be collected,
Efforts should be made to
processed in accordance with this procedure.
ground water
avoid contaminating the drilling location with perched or
that is discharged at the surface.
a depth measurement of
3.3. Uhen the borehole is clear of drill pipe and bit,
done using a
the perched or ground water should be taken. This can be
device. The
graduated steel tape (HP-61) or other water level measuring
the diameusing
volume of water present in the borehole can be calculated
The
borehole.
the
in
ter of the borehole and the height of the water
periodirepeated
be
can
depth measurement of the water in the borehole
cally to determine the flow rate of water into the borehole.
3.4

The method
Samples of the perched or ground water should be collected.
upon
dependent
is
samples
used for obtaining the perched- or ground-water
(low
Small
zone.
ground-water
or
the volume and flow rate of the percheda
(or
bailer
a
using
sampled
be
can
volume, slow flow rate) water zones
sysvessel
collection
pump-glass
reasonable substitute) or a peristaltic
fast flow
tem (pp-gcvs) or a reasonable substitute. Large (high volume,
small
the
as
equipment
same
the
with
rate) water zones can be sampled
will
delegate,
or
PI,
The
pump.
downhole
perched-water zones or an inert
used.
be
to
are
determine what sampling. techniques
by connecting
1) Water sample collection using a bailer is accomplished
borehole to
the
down
it
lowering
and
etc.)
the bailer to a line (rope,
borehole and
the perched water. The bailer is then withdrawn from the
This
the perched- or ground-water sample is removed and processed.
the
all
or
process is repeated until all samples needed are collected
of
volume
water is removed from the borehole. A record of the total
water removed from the borehole should be kept.
2)

consists
The peristaltic pump-glass collection vessel system (pp-gcvs)
to
enough
long
of. a peristaltic pump, a section of tubing (inert)
line
a
depth,
total
reach the anticipated bottom of the borehole at
of the bore(rope, etc;) long enough to reach the anticipated bottom
at each
stopcock
a
hole at total depth, a glass collection vessel with
have a
should
end (the downhole side of the glass collection vessel
clamps.
tubing
two
short piece of tubing attached to it), and at least
the glass
The pp-gcvs is assembled by connecting the uphole side of
of the
end
other
The
collection vessel to the end on the tubing.
on the
stopcocks
The
tubing is connected to the peristaltic pump.
sampling.
for
position
glass collection vessel should be in the open
vessel down
The line that will be used to lower the glass collection
is conpump
the borehole is secured to the vessel. The peristaltic
is now
pp-gcvs
The
nected to the external power source and is tested.
ready for water sampling.
the
After the depth to water in the borehole has been determined,
vessel
attached line is used to carefully lower the glass collection
is
down the borehole to a point where the tubing on the downhole side
the
on
marked
be
submerged in the water. This reference depth should
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line in some manner (a piece of tape, etc.) to allow for easy repositioning of the glass collection vessel for resampling. The peristaltic pump is turned on and allowed to run long enough to fill the glass
collection vessel with water. When the glass collection vessel has
filled, the pump is turned off and the tubing is pinched using a tubing clamp. The glass collection vessel is carefully withdrawn from
the borehole. A tubing clamp is placed Immediately above any water
encountered in the tubing as the tubing is withdrawn from the boreholes. As soon as the glass collection vessel is removed from the
borehole, the stopcocks on the vessel should be closed. The perched
water contained in the glass collection vessel is divide~d and processed according to the procedures below.
3)

Any of a number of types of inert downhole submersible pumps can be
used to sample large perched- or ground-water zones including: piston, bladder, pulse and variable pumps. These are attached to a&.ose
and a power source and lowered downhole and into the water. The water
is then pumped uphole to exit out the hose at the surface.

4) Wet cutting discharged at the surface will be collected in a container
with an air-tight lid. The lid should be sealed with black tape. The
container will be labeled with the borehole designation, the depth,
the date, and any other information that the PI, or delegate, feels is
necessary.
3.5

Perched- or ground-water samples will be collected for chemical and radiochemical analyses. The PI, or delegate, will provide instructions and/or
guidance for sample collection and preparation.
Information on sample
preparation can be found in HP-23. Water samples should be labeled with
the borehole designation, the type of sample, the collection depth in the
borehole, the collector, and the. date of collection. The lids of all sample containers should be sealed using black (electricians) tape. Sample
collection will be done in two phases.
During the initial phase, the
minimum volume needed for analyses will be collected. This will help to
insure that as many different types of samples as possible are collected.
After all of the initial samples are collected, the second phase of sample
collection can be initiated. The following types of samples are listed in
order of priority from highest to lowest (the order of sample priority can
be changed by the PI, or delegate):
1)

Tritium: Tritium samples should be collected in a glass bottle with
a polyseal cap. Initially,. a 5 to 15 ml sample should be collected.
In a large volume system, an additional 250 ml sample. should be collected during the second phase of sample collection.

2)

Deuterium/hydrogen: A deuterium/hydrogen sample should be collected
in a glass bottle. Initially, a 12 ml sample should be collected. An
additional 25 ml sample should be collected during the second phase of
sample collection.
Oxygen-18/16: An oxygen 18/16 sample should be collected in a glass
bottle. Initially, a 12 ml sample should be collected. An additional
25 ml sample should be collected during the second phase of sample
collection.
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3)

Cation: A cation sample should be collected in a polyethylene bottle.
Initially, a 25 to 40 ml sample should be collected. An additional
500 m1 sample should be collected during the second phase of sample
collection.
Anion: An anion sample should be collected in a polyethylene bottle.
Initially, a 40 ml sample should be collected. An additional 500 ml
sample should be collected during the second phase of sample collection.
An additional 25 mls sample should be collected for use in other possible lab analysis.

4)

Chlorine-36: Chlorine-36 samples should be collected in a polyethylene bottle. A 250 ml sample should be collected. An additional 250
ml sample. should be collected during the second phase of sample .collection.
Carbon-14: A carbon-14 sample should be collected in a glass jar or
bottle. Initially, a 250 m1 sample should be collected. An additional 500 ml sample should be collected during the second phase of sample
collection.
Carbon-13/12: A carbon 13/12 sample should be collected in a glass
jar or bottle.
Initially, a 50 m1 sample should be collected. An
additional 500 ml sample should be collected during the second phase
of sample collection.
Additional water samples may be required at the discretion of the PI,
or delegate.

3.6

Periodic depth to water measurements should be made during the sampling
operations. The total volume of water extracted from the borehole should
be recorded along with any comments as to the nature of the water.
An
estimate of the relative rate of water yield to the borehole can be made
from this information.

3.7

After all the necessary water samples are collected and processed or all
the perched water has been removed from the borehole, the water samples
should be delivered to the PI, or delegate for sample preparation according to HP-23. The samples will then be distributed to the various YmPapproved laboratories for analysis.

3.8

If water remains in the borehole after all the samples are collected, a
period of monitoring and testing can be initiated. The type of monitoring
and testing program is dependent upon the amount of water that is entering
the borehole.
3.8.1 Small volume and low flow rate water zones can be monitored using
a graduated steel tape or other water level measuring device to measure
changes in the water level over time. If the PI or his designated representative determine that it is necessary, water can be withdrawn from the
borehole and the borehole response (recovery) monitored using this method.
Other methods of water level monitoring may be used at the discretion of
the PI or his designated representative.

NUW-USGS-HP-231T.
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3.8.2 Large volume and high flow rate water zones can be monitored using
the same methods employed for small volume water zones. Other methods of
water level monitoring and testing can be implemented in large volume and
high flow water zones at the discretion of the PI, or delegate. Methods
described in the report OHydraulic testing techniques of deep drill holes
at Pabute Mesa Nevada Test Site' (Blankennagel, 1976) may be used.
3.8.3 During monitoring and testing. water discharged at the surface will
need to be collected for transportation away from the-drilling location.
This is done to prevent contamination of the drilling location. The water
discharged at the surface will have to be contained in a holding tank,
awaiting removal, or in a vehicle used for transporting the water away
from the drilling location. Attempts will be made to remove all of the
water from the borehole before drilling continues. The PI, or delegate,
may request that additional samples be collected from water that is discharged at the surface.
3.9

When all sampling, monitoring, and testing operations are completed, at
the discretion of the PI, or delegate, drilling operations can restart.
Drilling will continue in stages, with the drill pipe and bit being removed periodically to inspect the borehole for evidence of water. The PI,
or delegate, will determine how far to drill before inspecting the borehole for water. If the borehole continues to encounter water, the PI, or
delegate, will decide what actions are to be taken. Sampling, monitoring,
and testing could be conducted, or the borehole could be deepened and the
water zone cased off.
If attempts to deepen and case the borehole are
unsuccessful, a decision will be made by the PI, or delegate, as to future
operations at the borehole..

3.10

If the water zone is successfully penetrated, normal drilling and coring
operations will continue.

4.0

L: Persons responsible for the work are J.P. Rousseau (USCS/WRD/
PERS
YMPB/HIP) Principal Investigator and other contributing investigators who may
be delegated responsibilities appropriate to their qualifications and training.
Key contributing investigators and other personnel include all personnel involved with the. collection and processing of core, cuttings, and other samples at
the drilling location possessing the technical training and experience necessary
to correctly perform the work. Special qualifications and training required are
as follows: All personnel involved with the collection of perched-water samples
should be familiar with this procedure and all other referenced procedures.

5.0

EOUIPHENT:
5.1

Essential Ecuioment and Materials:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Bound notebook (Scientific notebook)
Graduated Steel Tape (or other water level measuring device)
Chalk to mark steel tape
Bailer/downhole sampler (or reasonable substitute)
Submersible pump, hose and power source
Peristaltic pump and power supply
Inert tubing and tubing clamps
Glass collection vessel with stopcock at each end
Line (to lower and raise the glass collection vessel)

-T
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Sample containers (appropriate types and sizes to contain the-various
perched-water samples)
o Black tape
o Sample-treatment chemicals and equipment
o Holding tank for water discharged at the surface
o A copy of technical procedure HP-61
o A copy of technical procedure HP-23
o A copy of Hydraulic testing techniques of deep drill holes at Pahute
Mesa Nevada Test Site" (Blankennagel, 1976)
o0 Watch, or some other timing device
o

5.2

Calibration Requirements: All instruments and methods or systems shall be
calibrated in accordance with YWP-USGS-QHP-12.01, Instrument Calibration,
for quality-affecting activities. Calibration of the equipment listed in
this scientific notebook is not required.

6.0

P0TErTJAL LIMITATIONS: The limitations of methods described in this procedure
include instrumentation accuracy, proper execution of the described procedures.
and human error.

7.0

QOMTITATIVE/OUALITATMVE CRITERIA:
possible for duplicate analysis.

t.0

IMPACTS ON OETER ACTIVITIES: The occurrence of perched or ground water in a
surface-based borehole could Impact the completion of that borehole to antlcipated total depth.

9 0

SUPERSEDED DOCUMENTS:

10.0

Multiple samples will be collected whenever

None.

REFEENCES:

Blankennagel, R.K., 1976, Hydraulic testing techniques of deep drill holes at
Pahute Mesa Nevada Test Site: Interagency Report: Special Studies I-1, 50 p.
NWM-USGS-HP-61, Use of Hand-Held Steel Tapes (in Vertical Boreholes).
NWM-USGS-HP-23.*Collection
Siturated Zone.
11.0

and Field Analysis of Ground- -ater Samples from

APPROVAL: The above items are subject to review and control in accordance
with QHP-5.05. All subsequent activities will be detailed in USGS Scientific
Notebook No.: USGS-SN-0026, of which this documentation becomes a part. The
following signatures authorize starting the described work following the
effective date.

Se72.971
/2g/1/9/
Jack Kume
Date

Prepared'byl

J. Rousseau

g44?4
Reviewer,

C.A.

Peters

Date

/Z/

-USGS QA Ma

4R/
Date

4/?h

AS$iJ@<E
Chi:
D.H

H

Chief. YMPA

Date

r

(tLYM
Chief

Date

(
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Sandia Natonal Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

February 12, 1992
WBS 12147
QA
J. Russell Dyer
Yucca Mountain SLte Characterization
Project Office
U. S. Department of Energy
Nevada Operations Office
P. 0. Box 98608
Las Vegas, NV 89193-8608
Dear Russ:
Subject: Performance Assessment Evaluation of Impacts of Drilling, Testing,
and Operations on Waste Isolation for Proposed Borehole UE25 VSP-2
(UZ-16)
Please find enclosed our performance assessment evaluation of the impacts of
drilling, testing, and other operations at the proposed site for the
unsaturated zone (UZ) and vertical seismic profile (VSP) testing borehole UE25
VSP-2 (UZ-16) on waste isolation.
An evaluation of drilling, testing, and other operations at UZ-16 has
identified a number of issues of concern to waste isolation. Recommendations
are made in the enclosed evaluation report to deal with these issues. Among
these recommendations are:
*

the rate for surficial water application be restricted to 2 gals/yd2 /day
averaged over a six-month period;

*

the location of the UZ-16 borehole should be moved outside the probable
maximum flood region, if technically feasible;

*

the borehole should be permanently sealed upon closure, as it may
represent a potential preferential pathway for gaseous radionuclides;

* measures should be taken to prevent accidental loss of oil into the
borehole;
*

formal documentation should be.produced regarding the removability of the
grout, geophone instrumentation, and other materials from the borehole to
provide assurance that sealing of the borehole can be achieved (This
document should be prepared prior to placing materials in the borehole.);
and

*

no grout should be placed in selected sealing areas which contain
fractures, to ensure that introduction of potentially unsuitable grouts
into those sealing areas containing fractures does not occur.
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In addition, recommendations are made and analyses have been planned for
contingency events such as flooding in the borehole and a large water spillage
at the surface. Based on our evaulation, and noting the recommendations given
in this report, we suggest that drilling and testing at the UZ-16 borehole
proceed.
If you have any questions about these matters, please contact Steve Sobolik at
FTS 844-0727, Joe Fernandez at 844-2365, or myself at FTS 844-0397.
Sincerely,

L. S. Costin, Supervisor
Performance Assessment
Applications Division 6313
LSC:6313:srs
Enclosure: Assessment of Impacts of Drilling, Testing, and Operations at the
Proposed Borehole UE25 VSP-2 (UZ-16) on Waste Isolation (includes
one attachment)
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The findings of this committee are based on the information available to
committee members at the time this assessment was made and are the consensus
judgments of the committee members.
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Assessment of Impacts of Drilling, Testing, and Operations at the
Proposed Borehole UE25 VSP-2 (UZ-16) on Waste Isolation
February 12, 1992

UE25 VSP-2 (also called UZ-16) is approximately 0.3 miles east of the
repository block boundary, near the existing UE25 UZN#56 borehole, and the
proposed UZ#9 complex, and about 0.66 miles from the proposed South Ramp. It
is proposed to be drilled at location N.760535.32, E.564856.90 feet, and at a
surface elevation of 4001.5 feet. The primary purpose of this borehole is to
support vertical seismic profiling (VSP) investigations at Yucca Mountain. An
evaluation of drilling, testing, and other operations has identified a number
of issues of concern to waste isolation. Recommendations are made in this
report to deal with these issues. Among these recommendations are:
*

the rate for surficial water application be restricted to 2 gals/yd2 /day
averaged over a six-month period;

*

the location of the UZ-16 borehole should be moved outside the probable
maximum flood region, if technically feasible;

*

the borehole should be permanently sealed upon closure, as it may
represent a potential preferential pathway for gaseous radionuclides;

*

measures should be taken to prevent accidental loss of oil into the
borehole;

*

formal documentation should be produced regarding the removability of the
grout, geophone instrumentation, and other materials from the borehole to
provide assurance that sealing of the borehole can be achieved (This
document should be prepared prior to placing materials in the borehole.);
and

*

no grout should be placed in selected sealing areas which contain
fractures, to ensure that introduction of potentially unsuitable grouts
into those sealing areas containing fractures does not occur.

In addition, recommendations are made and analyses have been planned for
contingency events such as flooding in the borehole and a large water spillage
at the surface. With these recommendations, it is suggested that drilling and
testing at the UZ-16 borehole may commence.
Basis for assessment
The assessment team has decided to produce two evaluation reports concerning
UZ-16; the first report (released previously) dealt strictly with the impacts
of pad construction, and this second report will be concerned with the
drilling, testing, and operations at UZ-16. The decision to produce two
separate reports was made to expedite the commencement of pad construction per
the requests made by the Project Office.
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This assessment is a qualitative evaluation based on information supplied in

prior calculations in support of related ESF and surface-based testing
activities, on quantitative analyses performed specifically for this borehole
by SNL staff and contractors, and in the following referenced documents:
*

Request for Test Planning Package Number 92-02, "Drilling of VSP Drill
Hole UZ-16," date of request 12-05-91.

*

Criteria letter YHP-USCS-3343G-01-C3, RO, "Criteria Letter for drilling,
testing, and instrumenting UE-25 VSP-2 (UZ-16), YKSO, Yucca Mountain,
Nevada," from L. R. Hayes and T. H. Chaney, USGS, to C. Gertz, DOE-YMP,
dated November 13, 1991.

*

Criteria letter TWS-INC-7-12-91-05, RO, "Reaming Borehole and Collection
of Ream Bit Cuttings from UE-25 UZ-16 (VSP-2), Area 25, YMSO, Yucca
Mountain, Nevada," from June Fabryka-Martin, LANL, January 6, 1992.

*

"Test Interference Evaluation, Test Planning Package 92-02, UE-25 UZ-16
(VSP-2) Unsaturated Zone (UZ) and Vertical Seismic Profile (VSP)
Drillhole," from M&O Site Characterization Manager to J. Russell Dyer,
DOE-YMP, January 31, 1992.

*

*Yucca Mountain Project: Existing Drillholes and Subsurface Access
Drifts," map compiled by EG&G Remote Sensing Laboratory, YMP-91-025.1,
June 1991.

*

"Yucca Mountain Project: Proposed Drillholes and Subsurface Access
Drifts," map compiled by EG&G Remote Sensing Laboratory, YMP-91-026.1,
June 1991.

*

"Yucca Mountain Project: Flood Prone Areas," map compiled by EG&G Remote
Sensing Laboratory, YMP-91-001.2, February 1991.

*

"Specification for the Yucca Mountain Project: Drill Pad for UZ-16
Borehole," by Raytheon Services Nevada, Document No. YMP-025-9-SP05, Rev.
C, January 24, 1992.

*

"Surface Based Testing: UZ-16 Borehole Site and Grading Plan," by Raytheon
Services Nevada, Drawing No. YMP-025-9-CIVL-PLOl, Rev. A, January 7, 1992.

*

"Logging Program, UE-25 VSP-2 (UZ-16), Area 25, Yucca Mountain, Nevada,"
dated December 19, 1991, obtained from D. H. Boak, SAIC.

*

Information from various personal communications; in cases where such
information is used, the particular communication will be cited.

The following memorandum, which contains supporting information regarding
analyses performed for this evaluation, is included as an attachment:
*

"Evaluation of the Performance of UZ-16," from J. A. Fernandez and J. B.
Case to S. R. Sobolik, January 31, 1992.
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The assessment applies only to the specified borehole and was made without
complete knowledge of the locations of the other exploratory boreholes
currently in the site characterization program.
The assessment process addressed each of the general concerns regarding
boreholes and their potential for affecting waste isolation (Hemorandum, L. E.
Shepherd, SNL to J. R. Dyer, Performance Assessment Checklist for Evaluating
Impacts on Waste Isolation," January 8, 1992), and then specifically examined
the concerns in relation to drilling, testing, and other operations at the
UZ-16 site to determine their impacts on waste isolation. The results of
previous analyses were used, where applicable, in making these assessments and
in determining controls to limit the effects of those activities that were
determined to have the potential for impacting waste isolation. Specific
Information applied to the assessment includes:
(1) The proposed location of the borehole is at N.760535.32, E.564856.90
feet, which is approximately 0.3 miles outside the potential
repository block, and 636 feet from existing borehole UE25-UZN56,
(2) UZ-16 is approximately two-thirds mile north of the proposed South
Ramp,
(3) the borehole will be located approximately 150-160 feet from each of
two existing graded roads which intersect approximately 630' ESE from
the UZ-16 location,
(4) UZ-16 will be drilled in an imbricate fault zone,
(5) UZ-16 will be drilled to 40' beneath water table,
(6) the LH-300 drilling rig will be used,
(7) air with selected tracers will be used as the drilling fluid, and
(8) a pad 165 feet by 76 feet will be constructed to support the drilling
rig and core handling equipment.
This assessment process yielded the findings described henceforth.
General concerns regarding the impacts of drillholes on waste Isolation
I.

Water
1. Surface sources
A. Road watering for dust control
B. Drill pad construction, dust control, and rig washdown
C. Runoff during construction and operation
D. Cuttings piles
E. Accidental water spillage
2. Underground
A. Water loss during drilling
i. Normal
Li. Fishing
ill. Unexpected
B. Recovered or produced during drilling
i. Perched water
ii.Water table
II. Materials (other than water)
1. Surface construction
A. Dust control
B. Pad construction
2. Borehole construction
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A. Use of grout for surface casings
B. Drilling fluids
C. Borehole conditions
III. Sealing Considerations
1. Conductivity of seals
2. Seals may not achieve design objectives
IV. Preferential pathways and repository performance
1. To the water table
2. For gas flow to the surface
Disposition of concerns

Concern I.1. Surface water sources. UZ-16 is located approximately 0.3 miles
southeast of the proposed repository boundary, in an imbricate fault zone, and
will be drilled to 40 feet below the water table. For these reasons, surface
water application could have impacts on waste isolation. However, as long as
the total amount of water used in pad construction, pad dust control, rig
washdown, etc. falls below 2 gals/yd2 /day averaged over a six-month period,
and there is no runoff or ponding of water at the surface, there are no
anticipated impacts on waste isolation. This application rate is consistent
with the value proposed in the revised technical requirements for the Yucca
Mountain Site Characterization Project surface based testing program. All
water used for pad construction and dust control should be measured and
reported in accordance with applicable procedures.
In addition, knowledge of the movement of water in the near surface is
important in order to substantiate the surface applications controls (2
gal/yd2 /day over a six-month period). It is strongly recommended that the
near surface beneath the pad and a section of road be instrumented in order to
obtain this information. This recommendation was included in SNL's assessment
report on UZP-7 ("Assessment of Impacts of Coring Program Prototype Drillhole
USW UZP-7 on Waste Isolation,
Chambers et al., August 23, 1991). The
recommendations made in that report that are applicable to UZ-16 are
summarized here for completeness.
*

Instrument and monitor sections of the access roadway to determine the
change in subsurface moisture content as a function of depth and time in
relation to surface watering for dust control.

*

Instrument and monitor the drill pad to determine the change in
subsurface moisture due to surface water application associated with pad
construction, dust control, and drilling operations.

*

Develop a program that applies different, fixed rates of water to
instrumented sections of the access road to establish the optimum rate of
application for dust suppression consistent with regulatory requirements
and surface water application minimization. Develop operational
procedures to control and monitor the application of surface water at the
optimal rates.

*

Establish a coordinated program to validate numerical models for surface
infiltration processes with the data obtained from the monitoring
programs established for roadways, drill pads, and surface ponds.
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There are two contingency events regarding surflcial water application for
which additional analysis may be required. One contingency situation is an
accidental spillage of a large amount of water at the surface near UZ-16. The
second situation is the possibility that the amount of water required for dust
control may be greater than that allowed by the previously defined application
rate. For these reasons, work has started at SNL on a problem definition for
such a contingency. A series of computational analyses using likely
conditions and implementing many of the same assumptions used in SAND9l-0790
(Fewell et al., 1992) will be performed. If a contingency event occurs, a
situation-specific evaluation will be performed to estimate the effects
resulting from the event and to possibly suggest remedial actions.
Concern I.I.A. Road watering for dust control. The water budget for road
watering shall conform to the 2 gals/yd2/day restriction stated in Concern
I.1.
Concern I.I.D. Drill Rad construction. dust control. and rig vashdown. An
estimated 140,000 gallons of water (average of 60 gal/yd 3 of fill material)
will be used for pad compaction (Personal communication, B. W. Distel to S.
Sobolik, 1/17/92). Additionally, the Criteria Letter for UZ-16 (YMP-USGS3343G-01-C3, RO, dated November 13, 1991) states that a minimum of misted
water will be used for dust control during drill pad construction. Wash down
of the drilling rig should be conducted such that effluent water can be
controlled to pose no consequence to waste isolation or site characterization
activities (i.e., no ponding, runoff into the borehole, etc.). The amounts of
these waters that are used are to be included in the total water budget for
the pad, and are subject to the restriction stated in Concern 1.1. All water
used for pad construction, dust control, and rig washdown should be measured
and reported in accordance with applicable procedures.
Concern I.I.C. Runoff during construction and operation. Concerns have been
raised dealing with the flooding potential of the UZ-16 site, the impacts of
pad construction on local drainage, and the resulting potential effects on
water influx into the borehole. Specifically, we are concerned with the
proximity of the pad to the drainage channel north of the pad, and with the
post-closure topographic contours which do not restore the area to its
original conditions.
Due to the absence of a complete flooding analysis, the assessment team
decided that an analysis of flooding and drainage in the vicinity of the UZ-16
pad was required, and the analysis was performed by SNL staff and contractors.
This analysis was performed as non-Quality Affecting work, and was used as
supporting information for the evaluation performed by the assessment team.
The results of the flooding and drainage analysis are described in Appendix A
of the attached memorandum, "Evaluation of the Performance of UZ-16,0 from J.
A. Fernandez and J. B. Case to S. R. Sobolik, January 31, 1992. In the first
evaluation report for UZ-16 concerning only pad construction ("Assessment of
Impacts of Drill Pad Construction for the Proposed Borehole UE25 VSP-2 (UZ-16)
on Waste Isolation," Sobolik et al., February 7, 1992) we recommended, based
on this analysis, that the borehole and pad be moved to the south and west,
away from the drainage channel, to a location outside. the PMF, which as
illustrated in Figure A-2 of the attached memorandum would be a short
distance. This move would potentially enhance post-closure performance. If
technical reasons preclude moving the borehole, an acceptable alternative
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would be to move only the pad so that it does not intersect the drainage
channel. The following measures should be taken to minimize potential impacts
to the site:

(1) protect the pad from undercutting by the stream flow;
(2) grade the area to prevent ponding in the pad area;
(3) use safety measures to prevent water inflow to the hole; and
(4) insure that the pad area is reclaimed to its original or nearoriginal condition after operations are concluded.
Concern I.1.1D. Cuttings giles. In the Criteria Letter, it is stated that
excess cuttings not used for any drilling or experimental purposes will be
placed in the topsoil pile east and downdip of the borehole, to be saved for
post-closure restoration. No written specification has yet been made
regarding the handling of wet cuttings. We recommend that wet cuttings also
be placed in the topsoil pile and saved for post-closure restoration. The
proposed borehole is downdip from the potential repository block and
sufficiently removed from the boundary of the block so that drainage from the
drill cuttings pile will not impact waste isolation. The results of ESF
Analysis #3, which are discussed in SAND91-0792 (Sobolik and Fewell, 1992,
currently being printed) and in Appendix I of the ESF-DR, show that water from
temporary surface ponds is confined to an area approximately four times the
pond surface area over a 10,000 year period. These results can be used in
evaluating the impacts of storage pond and cuttings pile drainage.
Concern I.I.E. Accidental water spillage. The volume of the spill must be
included in the water budget for surface water application at the location of
the spill and reported in accordance with applicable procedures.
Concern I.2.A.i. Water use during normal underground operations. There are no
plans to use water for any underground drilling or testing operation at UZ-16.
Concerns I.2.A.ii. Water used in fishing operations. and I.2.A.$ii. Unexpected
loss of water into the borehole. Nothing has yet been officially written
regarding what to do in the event something is lost in the borehole that must
be recovered. However, it is unlikely that any recovery operation would
require water or mud, with the possible exception of the recovery of a string
of pipe that has corkscrewed into the rock (Personal communication, B. W.
Distel to S. SobolLk, 1/14/92). The only other unexpected influx of water
would result from an accidental spillage of water into the borehole.
Therefore, the only concerns regarding the influx of water to the underground
are with these contingency events. If such an event occurs, the UZ-16
reference materials used as the basis for this assessment call for a stoppage
of drilling and an assessment of the situation.
SNL is currently working on the preparation of computational analyses to
estimate the effects of the ponding of water in the borehole, should one of
the previously described contingency events occur. These new analyses will be
situation-specific, and will extend the work of previous analyses. In any
case, water use should be minimized and monitored if fishing operations are
implemented.
Concern 1.2.j. Water recovered or produced during the drilling process.
Water produced from a perched source or the water table (or recovered
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following a fishing operation in a borehole) must be disposed at an approved
off-site disposal point (see SAND91-0792 for guidelines on water storage pond
siting). The amount of water introduced into the borehole and recovered from
it must be recorded. This record, a water mass balance, should be developed
as a function of depth to identify the location of water loss to or gain from
the formation. The contingency analysis described under Concern I.2.A.ii may
be performed to estimate the effects of entering the perched water zone or the
water table.
Concern Ir.1. Materials (other than water) used for surface construction. The
assessment team sees no impacts on waste isolation from other materials to be
used for surface construction as long as the types and quantities of materials
are limited to those cited in the Criteria Letter for UZ-16 and the Pad
Specifications for UZ-16 (RSN Document No. YHP-025-9-SP05, Rev. C, January 24,
1992). Any proposed changes to these materials or their quantities shall be
referred to the Project Control List for tracers and materials administered by
LANL.

Concern II.2.A. Use of grout for surface casings. The use of grout for
surface casings should not impact waste isolation because the rate of chemical
interaction of grouting materials with its near field environment is
controlled by very slow diffusional processes and a very limited amount of
grout will be used (i.e., the upper six feet will be grouted). The only issue
regarding the grout is its removability; this issue is addressed under
Concerns II.2.C and III.
Concern II.2.R. Drilling fluids. The LM-300 drilling rig, and the reverse
circulation drilling technique, will be used for this borehole. The drilling
fluid will be air with some tracers (sulfur hexafluoride, Freon 113, and/or
Freon 13B1). There should be no adverse impact on waste isolation resulting
from this drilling procedure.
Concern II.2.C. Other materials left in the borehole. The current plans for
sealing boreholes involve removing all of the materials in the borehole prior
to sealing. There are two materials of particular concern: oil and grout.
The air compressors to be used in the drilling process will use oil. It is
unlikely (though possible) for a measurable amount of hydrocarbons to collect
in the borehole, either because of the moisture extraction process that will
be used or from a catastrophic event (Personal communication, B. W. Distel to
S. Sobolik, 1/14/92). There is some amount of oil that, if left in the hole,
may not allow the grouting or sealing material to take hold properly. It is
recommended that measures should be taken to reduce the possibility of oil
getting into the borehole. Additionally, any amounts of oil that enter the
borehole should be monitored and reported to the Fluids and Materials Control
group through LARL.
The current strategy for sealing boreholes (SAND92-????, Fernandez et al., "A
Strategy for Sealing Exploratory Boreholes for the Yucca Mountain Project," in
preparation) requires that all grout, instrumentation, and other materials be
removed from the borehole prior to permanent sealing. This strategy also
requires that no grouts should be placed in selected sealing areas which
contain fractures. These areas include:
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*

the upper 25 m of the bedrock portion of the hole, I.e., probably the
upper 25 m of the Tiva Canyon Member;

*

the region from the top of the Yucca Mountain and Pah Canyon Members into
the upper 25 m of the Topopah Spring Member;

*

the Calico Hills unit.

It is therefore recommended that no grout be placed in sealing areas which
contain fractures. The purpose of this recommendation is to ensure that the
introduction of potentially unsuitable grouts into potential sealing areas
containing fractures does not occur. This recommendation is consistent with
the requirements in the ESF-DR regarding grouting fractures in selected
sealing areas In shafts. There are no anticipated problems with grouting in
areas with no fractures provided that the grout is removable and does not
penetrate fractures contained in the selected sealing areas given above.
Joe Rousseau of USCS feels that the grout to be used in UZ-16 will be very
easily drilled out; this belief Is based on his experience and that of
colleagues in the drilling industry. The grout has a compressive strength of
1000 psi, and can be easily scratched with a fingernail. It is possible that
the grout may not be strong enough to support its own weight at the geophone
locations, so it is possible that inserts made of material similar to sidewalk
concrete will be used at various locations in the borehole. This material
should also be easy to drill out prior to final sealing (Personal
communication, J. Rousseau to S. Sobolik, 1/15/92). It is recommended that
the principal investigator involved with the testing operations at UZ-16
address the removability of the grout, instrumentation, and other materials,
and provide documentation as to methods and ease of removal. This
documentation should be prepared prior to emplacement of materials in the
borehole.
Additional actions that should be taken include the following:
*
*
*

Utilize materials that are relatively easy to remove through fishing or
milling, including the casing.
Minimize risk of losing drilling tools and 'junk" down the hole, e.g.
develop a protocol for tool inspection, make routine field inspections
intermittent with downhole operations.
Exercise control and restraint in the use of other materials and fluids
that may be introduced into the borehole such as pipe dope, grease, etc.

In addition to these actions, detailed construction documentation should be
maintained including the development of the borehole. Any additional
activities performed in the borehole should be documented, especially the
introduction of any materials, including water.
Concern rII. Sealing considerations. Work is currently under way to develop a
sealing design strategy for boreholes at Yucca Mountain. Appendix D of the
attached memorandum presents a preliminary conceptual design for seal
placement including locations. Prior to permanent sealing of the borehole, a
detailed suite of geophysical logs will be run to assess the conditions of the
rock to be sealed, Including the permeability and quality of the rock mass.
Based on the information obtained, a sealing plan for the borehole will be
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developed. It is necessary to assure the condition of the hole be maintained
during its construction and operational life to permit reliable logs to be run
and to permit the attainment of an effective seal. An important issue that
may affect our ability to permanently seal the hole is whether the grout and
geophone instrumentation can be removed from UZ-16 after emplacement and prior
to permanent sealing. This issue is addressed in detail under Concern II.2.C.
Concern Ml.1. Preferential pathwavs to the water table.
There are two
scenarios for which UZ-16 could act as a preferential pathway for water flow:
one, to introduce water into the underground workings and subsequently impact
waste isolation; and two, to act as a preferential pathway to the water table

for a contaminated plume moving from the repository.
Exploratory boreholes drilled in flood prone areas have a greater potential to
introduce water into the underground workings and subsequently impact waste
isolation. A complete evaluation of this consideration requires knowledge of
the entire system that may impact the performance of the potential repository.
An effort is currently underway at SNL to evaluate the impacts of all existing
and proposed exploratory boreholes as possible preferential pathways for
releases from the potential repository. The preliminary results indicate that
a borehole located in a flood prone area has the potential for introducing
quantities of water greater by orders of magnitude into the underground
workings when compared to a borehole located outside such an area. Because of
the proximity of this borehole to the proposed repository boundary, and
because the borehole is located in one of the possible repository expansion
areas, there is a potential for surface waters to enter the repository via
this borehole. Therefore, as discussed earlier, it is recommended that the
location of UZ-16 should be outside the PHF region.
An analysis was performed to determine the lateral extent of a saturated plume
developed by the flooding of the perimeter drift. This analysis is described
in Appendix B of the attached memorandum. The purpose in performing this
calculation was to determine if a saturated plume, assuming it was
contaminated, could reach UZ-16 before reaching the water table. The
presumption here is that once it reached the water table it would be dispersed
in the groundwater system and UZ-16 would not represent a preferential
pathway. The analysis indicates that, while it is unlikely that a
contaminated plume would reach UZ-16, if perched water occurs at material
contrasts beneath the repository, there is a limited possibility that
contaminated fluids could enter UZ-16.
Concern IV.2. Preferential Vathwars for gas flow to the surface. Calculations
performed in support of this evaluation indicate that boreholes near the
repository (within 600 m) should be considered as preferential pathways for
the release of gaseous radionuclides (see Appendix C of the attached
memorandum). The analysis Indicates that the maximum lateral extent from the
edge of the repository where the concentration of radionuclides is greater
than 1X of the original concentration is 600 u. Depending on the structural
control exerted by the fault and fracture system on gaseous release, the
releases could be very near to the repository edge or at a potential maximum
of 600 m. Other geologic controls that could affect the release of gases are
the layering and dip of the geologic units, the saturation states of the rock,
and the thicknesses of the units. There are other recent calculations
(SAND91-7034, Ross et al., 'Numerical Studies of Rock-Gas Flow in Yucca
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Mountain,* 1992, currently being published) that use different assumptions
about in-situ permeabilities; they indicate that gas flow from a heated
repository would be primarily vertical and would not intersect UZ-16.
However, until more information about gas flow processes in the mountain and
fracture properties of the rock above the potential repository is gathered
from site characterization, our evaluation will use the more conservative
approach (the analysis in the attached memorandum). Therefore, UZ-16 may
represent a potential pathway for the release of gaseous radionuclides and
should be sealed.
Other Comments
An information checklist which identified necessary information required
before considering the impacts of potential boreholes on waste isolation
(Memorandum, L. E. Shephard, SNL to J. R. Dyer, Performance Assessment
Checklist for Evaluating Impacts on Waste Isolation," January 8, 1992) was
used during this evaluation process. For future borehole assessments, this
information checklist will include the requirement of a completed flooding
analysis performed by the pad/borehole designers for drillholes and/or pads
located within the PMF.
This report was prepared as a Quality-Affecting activity, and was reviewed per
Sandia National Laboratories' Quality Assurance procedures. Technical reviews
of this report were performed by Paul Kaplan and Michael Wilson of SNL NWRT
Department, and a management review was performed by Larry Costin, also of SNL
NWRT.
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Date: January 31, 1992

To: Steven R. Sobolik, 6313

From:
Subject:

Fernandez, 63

an

J

Case, ITC

Evaluation of the Performance of UZ-16

This letter and its attachments are in response to your letter of
January 13, 1992. Specifically, the flooding and the gaseous
dispersion calculations are presented. In addition, a calculation of
flow from a flooded drift and a brief description of the tentative
We felt it is necessary to
sealing concepts are also prepared.
include these calculations and sealing concepts to be more responsive
to your concerns.
The actual cost in performing this work is
therefore slightly higher than originally forecast.
The Appendices which are attached to this memo are the following:
o Appendix A -- Flood-water Hydrology
o Appendix 8 -- Flow from a Flooded Drift
o Appendix C -- Advection-Dispersion of Gaseous Flow Above a
Repository
o Appendix D - UZ'16 Preliminary, Sealing Performance
Requirements and Sealing Locations
The majority of these results will be documented in a SAND report
titled, "A Strategy for Sealing Exploratory Boreholes for the Yucca
Mountain Site Characterization Project," by J. A. Fernandez, J. B.
Case, S. Saeb, and H. Jarrell.
The following responses were prepared to respond to your questions.
However, our responses are based on the current outline of the
repository relative to UZ-16. Keep in mind that studies in the past
were performed with the intent of expanding the repository outline if
additional area was needed. Such an expansion could be in the
direction of UZ-16.
Flooding and Drainage at UZ-16
Question: Is the proposed location for UZ-16 subject to a likely
possibility of flooding?

Steven R. Sobolik
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Approach: Use standard flooding analyses to determine the flood levels
in the wash. These analyses included:
- definition of the water shed,
- development of a suitable topographic map in the
vicinity of UZ-16,
- establishment of the peak discharge for the regional
maximum flood,
- use of the Manning equation to calculate the flood
levels, and
computation of the flood height using the topographic
profile.
A qualitative evaluation of the sheetflow potential across
The results are included in
the pad was also prepared.
Appendix A
Answer:

The analyses presented in Appendix A show that with the
current location of the borehole, the potential for flooding
exists. This is apparent from the location of the borehole
in an alluvial area to the east of the repository, and from
the channel flooding calculations. Because of this potential
of flooding and the proximity of the borehole to the
repository, water entering an unsealed borehole might result
in the development of a column of water which could saturate
rock adjacent to the repository and above the water table.

Question: Will the post-construction topology described in the grading
plan alter the local drainage to make flooding of UZ-16 more
likely, and how will this affect waste isolation?
Approach: Statement of professional judgement based on previous work.
Answer:

The plans for post-construction topography do not show the
restoration of the channel with broad swales in the inverted
In
channel, and possible control of the channel grade.
fact, it indicates an elimination of the original channel.
Furthermore, the current design shows no surface-water
diversion around the drill pad. Therefore, the potential
exists for impoundment of water with the current postclosure
topography, and the uncontrolled erosion-deposition that
could result in more serious flooding. Because of the
increased potential for flooding there is also the increased
Water entry
potential of water entry into the borehole.
into the borehole could increase the saturation state of the
rock in the vicinity of the borehole as well the rock

I
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This potentially
adjacent to the repository at a lower elevation.
could ,bucrease the travel time for radionuclides released close to UZ16. A qualitative response to the impact on waste isolation is not
possible at this time for this borehole.
Fast Pathway for Cas Flow
Question: Is there a fast pathway for gas flow to the surface (UZ-16
is 0.3 miles from the repository boundary)?
Approach: Use a preexisting computer model which incorporates
A 2-D analysis was performed where
dispersion of a gas.
constant release of gas is assumed to occur along a linear
The longitudinal and transverse dispersion
source.
coefficients are assumed to vary to maximize lateral
dispersion. See Appendix C.
Answer:

The question of fast pathways cannot be answered due to the
lack of geologic information available at the site.
However, if the question is intended to address the concern
that the borehole may represent a preferential pathway to
The
the surface, then a preliminary answer can be made.
calculations in Appendix C are intended to determine the
lateral extent of gaseous release from the repository. It
can be seen that the maximum lateral extent from the edge of
the repository where the concentration is greater than 1% of
the original concentration is 600 m. Depending on the
structural control exerted by the fault and fracture system
on gaseous release, the releases could be very near to the
repository edge or at a potential maximum of 600 m. Other
geologic controls that could affect the release of gases are
the layering and dip of the geologic units, the saturation
states of the rock, and the thicknesses of the units.
Therefore, this borehole represents a potential pathway for
the release of gaseous radionuclides and should be sealed.

Fast Pathwal for Voter Flow
Question: Does the borehole provide a fast pathway for water flow to
the water table?
Approach: An analysis was performed to determine the lateral extent of
a saturated plume developed assuming the perimeter drift was
The occurrence of low-angle fractures was
flooded.
maximized while the occurrence of high-angle (near-vertical)

I:
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fractures was minimized. This was done to maximize the lateral extent
of the saturated plume. See Appendix B.
Answer:

The purpose In performing this calculation was to determine
if a saturated plume, assuming it was contaminated, could
The
reach UZ-16 before reaching the water table.
presumption here Is that once it reached the water table it
would be dispersed in the ground-water system and UZ-16
would not represent a preferential pathway. At the UZ-16
location, the depth to the water table would be
approximately 300 m beneath the repository. From Appendix B
the maximum direction of flow from a drift can be described
by a vector of approximately 200 from the vertical. Given
this calculation and the depth to the water table, the
maximum lateral spreading would be about 100 m. This amount
of lateral spreading would not reach UZ-16.
However, if
perched water was to occur at the TSw2-TSw3 contact, or the
TSw3-CHnl contact, water could be directed towards UZ-16.
Therefore, while it is unlikely that a contaminated plume
will reach UZ-16, if perched water does occur at material
contrasts beneath the repository, then there Is a limited
potential that contaminated fluids could enter UZ-16 by the
scenario described.

Fast Pathway for Gas Flow & Fast Pathway

for Vater Flow

Question: Do the measures planned for sealing and
positive or negative effect on this?

grouting have a

Approach: Present a tentative sealing concept for this borehole and
discuss the potential performance requirements for the
borehole seals. See Appendix D.
Answer:

Appendix D presents preliminary conceptual design for seal
placement.
Confidence currently exists in the design of
low-permeability seals that would satisfy structural and
hydrologic design requirements for the seals.
Yet, the
actual remote emplacement of seals that could be validated
by in situ testing to meet the hydrologic design
requirements is currently not known.
These issues are
summarized as the two questions below:
o Can the grout and geophone instrumentation be removed
from UZ-16 after emplacement?

Steven R. Sobolik
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o Can a plug be installed in the Paintbrush unit and the
Tuffaceous Beds of Calico Hills with the specified
conductivities?
A remote borehole sealing test,
field test plan, would prove
methods for remote emplacement
demonstrate what the achievable
cc:
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as currently described in the sealing
the construction and quality-control
A field test would further
a seal.
performance would be.
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APPENDIX A

1
2
3
4

FLOODWATER HYDROLOGY

5

6
7
8
9
10

These calculaons define the potential eent of flooding near UZ-16 for the proposed
borehole site. In these calculations, the PMF in terms of peak discharge depends on the size of
the watershed contributing to channel flow. The location of the channel near the borehole is
determined and the cross section plotted. Tbe Manning Equation is then used to calculate the
flood levels and a determinaon made of the potential for borehole Inundation.

1

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Al Channel Flooding at the UZ16 Borehole from a Probable Maximum Flood (PMF)
The PMF is used in this report because it represents a "hypothetical" flood that attempts
to define the maximum flood potential at a specific site. This PMF is 'the flood that may be
expected from the most severe combination of critical meteorologic and hydrologic conditions
that are reasonably possible in the regionm (National Research Council, 1985, p. 256). The results
of these computations determine subsequently the extent of flooding and the height of water in
the channde relative to the collar elevation of the borehole.
The potential for flooding depends upon the extent and depth of flooding near the
proposed borehole. In tum, the extent and depth of flooding depend on the size of the drainage
basin, topographic features of the drainage basin, and stream characteritics near each borehole.
s relaing the
This evaluation identifies the drainage area for stream flow. Empirical relati
size of the area to peak discharge (Crippen and Bue, 1977) provide an estimate of te peak
discharges at borehole locations for the drainage basin of interest (Figure A-1). Thds calculation
uses the empirical relationship for peak discharge developed for Region 16 for the Nevada Test
Site Ara To arrive at the peak discharge for the clear water plus debris flow, the debris flow
is assumed to be 50 percent of the clear water flow (ernandez et al, 1989).

30
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The exiing topography and the Manning equation CrrefethenA 1959) for open channel
flow were used to develop a map defining the maximum extent of the PMF. Ihe PW highwater mark in Figure A-2, was developed for the cross sections near the exploratory borehole.

6
7
8
9

In applying the Manning equation, the assumptions used were smilar to those used by Squires
and Young (1984, p. 24). Specifically, the values for dope of the energy-grade line used in the
Manning's equation were assumed to be equivalent to the slope of the water surface and the
channel bottom. Ibe value for the toughness coeffiient, n, in Marning's equation was assumed

14
15

to be 0.060 (Daugherty and Franzn, 196S, p. 282). Roughness coefficients used by Squires and
Young ranged from 0.030 to 0.055. Because h is our intent to estimate the highest water
elevation (or cross sectional area of water flow In the channel) during a PMF at this location, it
is necessary to reduce the velocity of channel flow as presented in the Manning equation. This
value (as used in this analysis),
reduction of velocity can be achieved by selecting a greater
which conservatively predicts a higher water-level rise.

16
17

A.3

18
19
20

Figure A-3 presents the cross section of the topography and the maximum water
elevations for the PMP and the PUY plus debris flow. This cross section is presented primarily

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

to illustrate the difference between the elevation of the UZ-16 borehole collar, and the elevation
of the PMF. In examining the cross section, the UZ-16 borehole locates outside the incised
channel, but on the broad terraced plane of the alluvial fan. In both cases, the calculations show
potential flooding and inundation of the borehole with one to two feet of water potentially
the extent of
flowing across the borehole. Note the consistency of this interpretion w di
alluvium shown In Figure A-2. This map shows that the drill pad Is within the alluvium
suggesting deposition from chanel-flooding events.

10
11
12
13

Un'

Height of Water in the Channel

28

29
30

A crude comparison of these calculations can be made against the map of flood prone
areas presented by Squires and Young (1984). For the UZ-16 location, the map shows that the
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Figure A.3
Topographic Cross Section with Probable Maximum Flood Levels (PMF)

1

extent for the maximum regional flood is approximately 400 feet. This agrees with the

2
3
4

calculations presented above.
A.4

Sheetflow Across the DriMl Pad

S

8
9

The discussion presented above shows potential flooding due to the PMP. Upstream frm
the drill pad, a small area may contribute to sheet flow across the pad. The occurence of sheet
flow may be more frequent. Yet based upon the estimated of the area contributing (Figure A-4)
to sheet flow (57,000 f 2), the anticipated flow rates are small. Fernandez et al. (1989) analyzed

10
11
12
13
14
1S
16

for sheet flow across the exploratory shaft pad by determining the area contributg to flow,
generating a unit hydrograph, assuming the Probable Maximum Precipitation (PM?), developing
the hydrograph for the drainage basin, and calculating the water depth using the Manning
Equation. The size of the watershed was approximately 150,000 f with the extent of flooding
across the pad of approximately 300 ft. The maximum depth of flow was approximately 3 cm.
The UZ-16 drill pad is smaller in width (150 ft) with the size of the watershed contributing to
flow of about 57,000 f 2. Given the similar topography, and vegetative cover, and comparable

17
18

sizes of the watershed presented above, the depth of sheet flow is expected to be of fte order of
several centimeters.

6
7
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APPENDIX B

1
2
3
4
5

For drifts subject to flooding under unanticipated conditions, the potential exists for

6

inundation of drifts in low areas, and lateral spreading of water below the repository horizon

7
8
9
10

(Figure B-1). Tbe objective of this analysis is to evaluate the potential for the contaminant plume
from a peripheral drift to intersect the UZ-16 borehole. In evaluating lteral spreading, note that
the fracture system becomes satirted, resulting in fracture flow being the dominant flow
mechanism. The orientation, spacing, and conditions of the factures then govern lateral

11
12

spreading below the repository. The dominance of vertical fra=tures also suggests anisotropy in
the fratued media that inhibits lateral spreading.

13
14

The analysis used the following approach to evaluate lateral spreading:

FLOW FROM A FLOODED DRIFT

15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

* Select the principal pemneabilities for the fracture set at orientation 0.
* Transform the principal permeabilities to the sy coordinate system.
* Sum the conductivities for each fracture orientation.
* Calculate the principal conductivities.
* Use the transformed section method (Freeze and Cherry, 1979, p. 174) to draw an

approximate flow net and find the extent of lateral migration.
The Reference Information Base (DOE, 1991) presents fracture frequencies for various
orientations. In these calculations, the srce direction orients parallel with the axis of the drift.
It is assumed further that the permeability tensor is:

26
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Figure B-1
Flooding From a Drift

I

where

2

p

= absolute viscosity,

3

p

= density,

4
S
6
7

g = acceleration constant,
b * equivalent smooth wall aperture,
N = fracture frequency, and
Km = mati conductivity.

8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

Note that the principal prmeabilties orient along the direction of the fractures at angle 0. To
express the permeabilities in the sy coordinate system, the similarity transformation uses:

where
[K] = Permeability tensor in the xy plane,
[K'1 = Permeability tensor along the fracture system, and
[Al = Matrix of direction cosines.
A spreadsheet calculation determines anisotropy in the permeability tensor following the
technical approach outlined above. The results show that the frcure patterns are dominantly
vertical, and that for the average fracture spacing used, little potential exists for lateral spreading.
Since the fractures are dominantly vertical, the effect of the strike of ihe fracures is not

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

significant.

28

potential lines in the unsaturated zone. For the UZ-16 location, the projected lateral distance

29

from the repository boundary is about 100 m, and the plume would not intersect the borehole.

A second set of analyses assumes a higher fracture frequency for the low angled
fractures combined with a low fracture frequency for fth high-angled fractures. This calculation
shows some rotation of the permeability tensor from the horizontal-vertical direction. Flow
would develop below the drift at an approximate angle of 20° from the vertical direction.
Because of the indicated anisotrop. the direction of flow is not orthogonal with the horizontal
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APPENDIX C

2
3

ADVECTION-DISPERSION OF GASEOUS FLOW ABOVE A REPOSITORY

4

S
6
7

As airflow occurs upward from the repository by either barometric or convective
mechanisms, lateral spreading of radionuclides through molecular diffusion and hydrodynamic
dispersion occurs. Analyses were performed to figure out the nature and extent of lateral

8
9

spreading and to see If UZ-16 could represent a preferential pathway for releasing gaseous
radionuclides to the accessible environment (Figure C-1).

10

12
13

Tbe advection-dispersion analysis was performed with a two-dimensional plane
dispersion model (Javaxdel et al., 1984). Using a cartesian coordinate system with the x axis
oriented along the direction of the flow the two-dimensional, advection-dispersion equation can

14

be written as

11

1S
16
17
18
19
20
21

BC

1DLS +D

C2-cc)
-v
-RCWR

I

where
C
Concentration,
DL = Dispersion coefficient along the flow direction,
DT = Dispersion coefficient perpendicular to the flow direction,
v = Average flow velocity,
R = Retardation factor, and
= Decay constant.

22
23

24
25
26

Th repository can be modeled as a single line source that is perpendicular to the fow
direction and proximately the width of the repository. If the concentration of the solute
diminishes exponentially with time, the initial and boundary conditions for the model can be

27

written as

C(0y, t) -C

28

29
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In solving the advection-dispersion relationship presented above, the coefficients of
longitudinal and transverse dispersion are estimated based upon the velocity. The coefficients
of hydrodynamic dispersion are expressed as
DL-D'*aL*V

8
DrUD

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

aTV

where
DL = Coefficient of longitudinal dispersion,
DT = Coefficient of transverse dispersion,
aL = Longitu dispersivity.
T = Transverse dispersivity, and
D = Coefficient of molecular diffusion.
Javandl et al. (1984) developed a Forran computer program called TDAST to evaluate
equations for different locations at various times. TDAST was adapted here with minor changes
to model the transport of radionuclides from the repository. A subroutine was added to perform
the integration because the nmerical libraries that the original program used were not accessile.
Tbe simple two-dimensional repository model assumes:

22
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* Steady-state flow in two dimensions and air dispersion from a single line source

1
2

approximately the width of the repository.

3
4
5

* A homogeneous and isotpic flow medium and a single average linear Darcy velocity

(v) in which the direction of flow normal to a line sour

characterizes the fow.

6

7

* The possibility that both longitudinal and transrerse dispersion can cxur in the

8
9

two-dimensional plane and is dependent on the longitudinal and transverse dispersion
coefficients for the media.

10
* The gaseous radionuclides are nonreactive; the retardation factor is one (R = 1).

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

* Radioactive decay is zero due to the somewhat short transit time from the repository

to the ground surface (A= 0).
* Radionuclide release from the waste packages is at a constant rate (ac = 0) at

concentration (C.). (The resulting analyses are scaled to this concentration.)
Airflow relationships were developed to construct the CALMA plots of average linear
velocity. The average linear velocity is calculated from the application of Darcy's Law for series
fiow through three layers:
dz

22

23
24

where
v

= Average Darcy velocity or specific discharge,

25

Kz

= Effective air conductivity,

26

h

27

z

= Potential,and
= Vertical distance.

28
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For a three-layer system, the effective air conductivity for series flow is given by:

1

K L

2
3

where
Vertical flow path length over the ith layer

s

4
5

Ki = Air conductivity for the ith layer, and

6

L

= Total flow path length.

7
8

Three combinations of bulk rock conductivity were evaluated. These combinations were

9

selected to cover a range of conductivities for welded and nonwelded tuff. This included

10

examiing the influence of a thinner, less permeable layer of nonwelded tuff on total airflow rates

11

if the conductivities of the welded tuff were high (10'2 cm/s).

12
13

The properties are:

14
1S

Table C-1. Air Conductivity of Welded and Nonwelded Tuff

16

Nonwelded Air
Conductivity

(rn/mn)

Welded Air
Conductivity
(mrmnn)

17

Mode 1 (Low)

4.1 x 10-7

4.1 x 107

18

Mode 2 (In0ermed.)

4.1 x 10-

4.1 x 10-S

19
20
21
22

Mode 3 (igh)

4.1 Y 10'5

4.1 x 104

A sensitivity study evaluates three different average Darcy velocity(v) values: 7 x 10-7,

23

7 s 106, and 4 : 104 mrmin as calculated from the above relationships for a gradient of 0.1

24

(Fernandez et al., 1992). In each case, aL = 100 m and r =1, 20, and 100 m. The coefficient

25

of moleculr diffusion, Din, was assumed to be zero, due to Its low value compared to other

26

terms. The distance to the ground surface was 300 m. An additional analysis was performed
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1
2

3
4
6
7
8
9
10

for lateral spreading to the Pm contact. The hydrodynamic dispersion coefficients were then
calculated fom the average linear velocity using the relationships presented above.
The results of the analyses are a series of concentration profiles (Fiupres C-2 through
C-lO). For the isotopic case, the lateral spreading would be limited to several hundred meters
from the edge of the repository. This is a conservative estimate beca
the dominance of the
vertical fure system would force flow to be more narrowly confined around the perimeter of
the repository. For convective airlow analysis, there would be a tendency for air to be drawn
into the repository from cooler regions. For the anisotropic case, lateral spreading would be
limited to several meters using more realistic dispersivity values.
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Figure C-ll Mustrates the potential maxium degree of lateral spreading. Two cases
were considered; in the first case, lateral spreading occurs 600 m from the repository boundary.
In the second case, lateral spreading Is directionally controlled by the dominant northeastsouthwest trending fractures. The figure shows that the borehole falls within 600 meters for the
first case and slightly outside the zone of gaseous radionuclide diffusion for the second case.1
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Note tat the model tsus tde wit fam te repository centedine to te edge of the rpository is 1100 m.

Cleady, distanc

at the southm portion of the rpository would be touch kess, ux 600 m ex=t for dispersio

would probably be scaled xcordingly.
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Figure C-2: Concentration Versus Distance at Various limes at a Vertical
Distance of 300. m (Longitudinal Dispersivity a 100. m, Transverse
Dispersivlty a 100. m. Fluid Velocity . 0.37 nVyear for model 1).
(Note that the repository haff width Is 1100 in.)
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Figure C-3: Concentration Versus Distance at Various Times at a Veiticat

Distance of 300. m (Longitudinal Dispersivity a 100. m, Transverse
Dispersivity a 100. m, Fluid Velocity - 0.37 miyear for model 2).
(Note that the repository haf width is 1100 m.)
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Figure C-4: Concentration Versus Distance at Various Times at a Vertical
Distance of 300. m (Longitudinal Dispersivity a 100. m, Transverse
Dispersivity a 100. m, Fluid Velocity a 210. mryearfor model 3).
(Note that the repository half width is I 100 m.)
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Figure C-5: Concentration Versus Distance at Various Times at a Vertical
Distance of 300. m(Longitudinal Dispersivity a 100. m,Transverse
Dispersivity * 20. m,Fluid Velocity - 0.37 mvyear for model 1).
(Note that the repository haff width is 1100 in.)
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Figure C-6: Concentration Versus Distance at Various Times at a Vertical
Distance of 300. m (Longitudinal Dispersivity a 100. m, Transverse
Dispersivity * 20. m. Fluid Velocity 3.7 mryear for model 2).
(Note that the repository half width Is 1100 in.)
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Figure C-7: Concentration Versus Distance at Various Times at a Vertical
Distance of 300. m (Longfudinal Dispersivity * 100. m, Transverse
Dispersivity a 20. m, Fluid Velocity * 210. rm/year for model 3).
(Note that the repository hat! width is1100 m.)
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Figure C": Concentration Versus Distance at Various Times at a Vertical
Distance of 300. m (Longitudinal Dispersivity a100. m. Transverse
Dispersivity * 1.0 m, Fluid Velocity a 0.37 mSyearfor model 1).
(Note that the repository half width is 11 00 m.)
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Figure C-9: Concentration Versus Distance at Various Times at a Vertical
Distance of 300. m (Longitudinal Dispersivity a 100. m,Transverse
Dispersvity = 1.0 m, Fluid Velocity . 3.7 mtyear for model 2).
(Note that the repository half width is 1100 m.)
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Figure C-1O: Concentration Versus Distance at Various Times at a Vertical
Distance of 300. m (Longitudinal Dispersivity * 100. m, Transverse
Dispersivity a 1.0 m, Fluid Velocfty a 210. ntyear for model 3).
(Note that the repository halt width is 1100 m.)
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APPENDIX D
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4

UZ.16 PRELIMNARY SEALING PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
AND SEALING LOCATIONS

5

8
9
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The current sealing strategy considers the basic performance objectives for the exploratory
borehole sealing system. These include the previous hydrological objectives for estricting water
flow below the repository and the requirement for restricting airflow above the repository. Each
of these Is discussed below with reference to the UZ16 borehole. Note that additional structural
requirements exist for resisting various loads or combinations of loads. These are summarized

11
12

briefly, and will be considered in more detail in a future report (Fernandez, et al., 1992, in
preparation).

13
14

D.1 Restuicting Water Flow Below the Repository

1S
16
17
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20
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25

In previous studies (Fernandez et al., 1987), the regulations for borehole-seal performance
(10 CFR 60.134) require that 'boreholes shall be designed so that following closure they do not
become pathways that compromise the geologic repository's ability to meet the performance
objectives." The hydrologic design requirement involves placing a moderately high permeability
material in the Calico HKlls section for holes that penetrate through or near the underground
facility, and into the groundwater table. Te further the borehole is from the repository
boundary, the lower it's potential to act as a pathway for fluid flow to the accessible
environment. Those boreholes located generally to the northeast, southeast, and east of the
underground facility close to and win the repository boundary may represent preferential
pathways or potential flow paths to the accessible environmen

6
7

26

27
28
29
30

Borehole UZ-16 is about one-half kilometer downgradient from the repository boundary
that could represent a preferential pathway fom the repository to the groundwater table. The
curren hydrologic requirement for a s placed in the Calico Hills unit is to restrict vertical flow
down boreholes within or near the repository to only i percent of the total vertical flow through

31

the entire rock mass below the repository.
AM l4ZPiRNA21

30

2

Fernandez et al. (1987) present a series of analyses that limits flow through boreholes to
1 percent of the total flow through the rock mass below the repository. These analyses provided

3
4

a range of hydraulic conduciites of 103 to 102 cm/s for seal materials based upon a range of
rock-mass conductivities, and assuming that the flow gradient for the rock mass and the seal are

5
6
7

the same.

I

8
9

D.2 Restrictine Water Flow Above the Repository

10
11

The current strategy limits water flow from entering the repository or the unsaturated
regime below the repository. Because of the depth of the UZ-16 borehole, and the potential for
flooding that might occur, the possibility exists for water to enter the borehole. This potentiality

12
13

potentially results in increasing the saturation state of the rock around the repository. In the
current sealing strategy, the placement of a high-quality seal above and below the nonwelded

14
15
16

Paintbrush Tuff-Topopah Spring contact zone reduces vertical flow assuming the ocrnce of
perched water conditions at this contact or above this seal. Below the sal a coarse backfill is
placed to provide a capillary barrier to vertical flow to augment the formation of a capillary

17
18
19

barrier in the rock (Montazer and Wilson, 1984). Earthen or cementious materials achieve
conductivities that are several orders of magnitude lower than the proposed design requirement
for a seal above the repository. Typical concrete or grouts currentty achieve conductivities less

20
21
22
23

than I X 1i0- to 1 X 104 cmks. Mather (1967) reports that special concretes achieve hydraulic
conductivities of less than 10-10 cm/s. Earthen materials achieve low hydraulic conductivities
by increasing the content of clay or silt. For example, mixtures using bentonite clay have
conductivities as low as 10-12 cm/s (see Appendix D, Fenandez et al., 1987).

24

25
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An alternate design concept emphasizes the need to emplace a low-permeability
cementitious s
adjacent the nonwelded Pah Canyon units. Fernandez et al. (1992, in

27

preparation) developed a classification system for exploratory boreholes that qualitatively ranked

28

sealing locations.

29

6oreholes.

30

locations occur in the bedded less fractured nonwelded tuffs of the Pah Canyon unit.

The ranking was based on a review of videotape logs for 12 existing

The results for several boreholes consistendy show that higher quality sealing

31
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D.3 Gaseous Radionuclide Flow
he calculations for gaseous radionuclide flow presented previously show that the UZ,16
borehole might represent a preferential pathway for radionuclides due to convective or barometric
airflow out of the repository to the ground srface. Fernandez et al. (1992, in preparation)
provides a discussion of establishing a design requirement of restricting airflow to 1 percent of
the total flow for all repository boreholes within the repository or extended repository boundary
and evaluates the relative significance of boreholes for airflow. These calculations suggest the
importance of sealing the deep borehole UZ.16 in comparison to shallower boreholes.

10

11

D4 Performance Reauirement Summarv

12
13
14
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16
17

The preliminary design for the Exploratory Borehole UZ-16 addresses the concerns for
water flow below the repository, enhanced water flow due to perching above the repository, and
gaseous radionuclide flow due to convective or barometric airflow effects. Figure 1 illustrates
the current design, and shows the placement of cementitious and earthen backfill to satisfy these
concerns for the two alternate designs. Figure D-2 illustrates the current seal airflow or water

18

flow design requirements.

19

In summary, the current sealing design satisfies the hydrologic and airflow performance

20
21
22
23

goals:
* For boreholes that penetrate through the repository borizon to the Topopah Spring-

Calico Hills zone, place a seal at and below the Topopah Spring-Calico Hills contact
to restrict flow through all borehole seals at this contact to I percent of the total flow
that would oomr trough the rock mass below and/or adjacent to the repository.

24
25
26

27
28

* Tbe potential exists for surface water entry in the upper portion of UZ-16 borehole

location. A seal needs to be placed at the upper Tiva Canyon-alluvium contact zone
to prevent water entering into the borehole.

29
30
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Aperture vs Seal Conductivity
UZ-16 Hydraulic Conductivity Design Requirement
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Aperture vs Seal Conductivity
UZ.16 Airflow Design Requirement
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Seal Design Requirements
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* For boreholes near the repository or within the elevated temperature zone outside the

2

repositozy perimeter that penerate to the repository horizon, place seals in the

3
4
S

competent nonwelded portion of the Paintbrush Tuff and upper portion of the Topopah
Spring Member that would resrica airflow through all borehole seals at this location
to 1 percent of the total airflow that occurs through the rock mass above and/or

6
7

adjacent to the repository.

8
9
10

* Place a fill adjacent to the more highly porous nonwelded tuff, and between the rigid

seals with a specified porosity, and grain-size distnibution that would provide a
capillary barrier to unsaturated flow.
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* As an alternate design, place a low-permeability seal in the nonwelded portion of the

PTn unit, where the hole condition is good or excellent.
* Select seal locations, material properties and placement methods that provide adequate

strength and deformational serviceability for sealing components to resist various
combinations of dead, seismic and thermal loads. These include:

18
19

- Dead loads from overlying seal materials,

20
21
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- Thermal loads due the hydration of the cement, and radioactive-waste
generation,

23

24
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- Differential volumetric expansion due to placement methods, cement
hydration, and differences in selected material properties, and
- Liquefaction and consolidation of fill due to seismic events.
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For sealed boreholes, flow occurs through the seal matrix or through the Interface zone.
Previous studies support the theory that the interface zone behaves like a frcture in that at low

31

effective stress levels, the interface 'opens' and exhibits high conductivity (Fernandez et al.,
=IV1J5NLS2M9
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1992, in prepration). We cmrently expss the hydrologic or airflow design requirements in
terms of an equivalent smooth-wall penur and the seal matrix conductivity.
The calculations presented in Figure D-2 evaluate hydrologic and airflow to obtain the
eal-design requirements. Thesc Include flow through the interface as represet by a peripheral
crack in combination with a longitudinal crack through the eal matrix. The seal design saisfies
the I percent performance requirement for either water or airflow by selecting a seal matrix
conductivity, and interface-zone conductivity dtat results in an acceptable effetve seal
e fige illustraes the combinatins of seal-marix conductivity, and
conductivity.
interface-zone conductivity as expressed by an effective smooth-wall pure that satisfy these
requirements. Combinations below the "frontier" provide satisfactory performance.
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The results for water flow suggest materials exhibiting matrix conductivities below 100
to 103 cm/s and an effective smooth-wall Werture less than 200 micrometers satisfies the current
performance requirement.

21
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The results for airflow for the three rock models suggest materials exhibiting matrix
conductivities below 100 to 1l1 cm/s and an effective smooth-wall aperture less dtan 500
micometes satisfies the current performance requirement. As stated previously, the results
suggest the selection of slightly more conservative requirements when considering the repository
boundary versus the extended repository boundary. They suggest a dlose relationship between
requirements and the host-rock conductivity with a lower performance requirement for Model 1
than for Model 3. Other analyses (Fernandez et a1., 1992, in preparation) evaluated only the
effect of a peripheral crak A comparison of these results shows nearly identical rsults between
the cases of the presence and absence of a longitudinal cracL A comparison of these results
shows no significance to the development of longitudinal cracks if they are tight.

27
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Tbe present conceptual design has three seals emplaced at depth. The seals would be in

29
30

zones of both welded and nonwelded tuff. In nonwelded tuff, simple seals would be emplaced.
In welded tuff, a grout bulb might be emplaced for seals located in over-break zones, or fractured

31

zones.
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